
Organizations with diverse workloads and unpredictable demands need an agile 
infrastructure that meets their ever-changing usage needs. Architected from the 
ground up for the Data Era, 2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors 
feature new Intel® Speed Select Technology (Intel® SST), a collection of 
innovative capabilities for active and nuanced control of processor performance.
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“With the Intel SST-Base 
Frequency feature, you can 
allocate more power to your 
most critical workloads at the 
most critical times, helping you 
improve performance overall.”

SAY THIS TO YOUR CUSTOMER

WHY DEPLOY

HIGH 
UTILIZATION

• Improved server
utilization through
SKU consolidation

• Flexibility to select
frequency and core
combination

WHEN TO RECOMMEND
Talk about Intel Xeon Scalable processors 
with Intel SST with customers who want 
more granular control over processor 
performance at an optimized total cost 
of ownership. 

IDEAL FOR

OPTIMIZED 
PERFORMANCE 

• Configure CPU to run at three
distinct operating points

• Monitor and change core
and frequency settings
per workload

LOWER 
TCO

• Added versatility means
fewer servers to maintain

• Agility and efficiency keep
costs low

“The Intel SST-Performance 
Profile feature enables 
improved server utilization and 
reduced qualification costs by 
letting you configure a single 
server—not several—to match 
fluctuating workloads.”

“You can set a profile with 
fewer cores running at a high 
base frequency,then easily 
change to a new profile that 
favors parallelism if your 
workloads change.”

Development work, when customers 
aren’t sure what type of processor will 
perform best for their workloads

Customers whose server mix 
purchased years ago may not be 
well-matched for shifting workload 
demands today

Production environments (e.g., cloud), 
where unpredictable or changing 
workloads would benefit from 
operating-mode flexibility

EMPOWER BUSINESS WITH PRECISE 
CONTROL OF CPU PERFORMANCE



NEXT-LEVEL FINE-TUNING WITH OPTIMIZED SKUS
INTEL SPEED SELECT SKUS

Help businesses optimize performance, utilization, and TCO with adaptable servers powered by 
Intel Xeon Scalable processors featuring Intel Speed Select Technology.
Contact your Intel Authorized Distributor or visit intel.com/xeon

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark* and MobileMark*, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations, and functions. Any 
change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete 
information visit intel.com/benchmarks.

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software, or service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration.

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel-based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and provide cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction.
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With the Intel Speed Select Performance Profile (Intel SST-PP) feature, these SKUs are 
designed to lower costs and reduce data center complexity by enabling CPU SKU consolidation, 
bringing down platform qualification costs with fewer systems to test and validate.
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